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1. a) What is meant by the term 'organometallic compound'.
(15 marks)

b) Would you expect the strength of the C-O bond in a metal carbonyl complex to be

_ grcater or less than that ofcarbon monoxide? Give reasons foa your answer.
(20 marks)

c) Consider a linea. oarbonyl complex such as OC-M-CO. Explain the changes in CO
stretching frequency when,

i) One CO is replaced by triethylamine.
ii) It gets a positive charge

, jiD It gets a negative charge

(45 ma*s)

d) Discuss the similarities and dissimilarities betu/een CO and NO.
(20 ma*s)

2. a) Cyclopentadiene displaoes the CO molecule/s frorn iron pentacarbonyj (Fe(CO)5) to
give two produots A and B. Proton magnetic resonance spectu- of the product 4
consist of a single peak at ,r 5.6 where as p.oduct B consist of 4 peaks of relative
intensity l:5:2:2 at..6.5, 5.6,4.5 and 1.5 respectively. The lnfrared specrrum ofB
shoued slrong ab<orption al 2000 cm_1. Suggesl a \rructure lor each oltheie products I
and E' 

(12 marks)

b) What is meant by EAN (Effective Atomic Number) rule? Indicate lvhether the following
organometallic compounds obey the EAN rule.

i) Kh6- c6Fk), Fel ii) [d crHrls6)2peq,hc:sH)]+

iii)ts4f- 61111166111 iv) [L]Fe(co)al 
-

(20 marks)

c) (i) What is meant by tho following terms.

(I) Acidic solvents
(ll) Aprotic solvents

Brie0y discrrss each with one e\ample.

(20 marks)

(ii) What are ammonation and ammonolltic reactions? Discuss with examples.
(20 marl$)
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d) (i) Write dol\n the Born-Haber cycle for thc hydroly4ic (AHsQ.JaCl)) prooess ofa solute
(NaCl) in terms ofits lattice energy (AHL) and solvation energies ofcation (Na) and

anion (Cl')

6i) What is the oonditio8 for AHs (NaCl) to be negative?
(20 marks)

(08 marks)
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